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Abstract 
We apply a lattice point counting method due to Blass and Sagan to compute the charac- 
teristic polynomials for k-equal subspace arrangements, the interpolations between the Coxeter 
hyperplane arrangements ~,, ~,, and d , _  l, and the related 1, h-equal and l, h, f-equal subspace 
arrangements. Our proofs provide combinatorial interpretations for the characteristic polynomials 
of these subspace arrangements. As a result, we are able to explore the interesting properties of 
these polynomials. 
1. Introduction 
A central subspace arrangement ~¢ = {KI,K2 . . . . .  Km} in the Euclidean space ~" 
is a finite collection of  linear subspaces Ki of R'.  Then d is a hyperplane arrange- 
ment if codimKi = 1 for all i. Let xt,x2 ... . .  xn be the coordinate functions in ~n. 
The coordinate hyperplane arrangement is defined by ~ = {xi = 0:1 <<.i<~n} and the 
Coxeter arrangements of type B,D and A are defined, respectively, by ~,  = {xi = 
+xj: l<~i<j<~n}U {X i = 0: l<~i<~n}, ~n = {Xg = ~Xj: l<~i<j<~n} and tin-1 = 
{xi = xj: 1 <~i <j<~n}. The intersection lattice of a subspace arrangement ~¢, 5 ° = 
50(~¢), is the poset of  nonempty intersections of  these subspaces ordered by reverse 
inclusion. I f  d and M are subspaces uch that d C_ 50(~), then we say that .~¢ is 
embedded in ~.  Let p(x) =/t (6,x)  denote the Mrbius function of 50(d) .  The char- 
acteristic polynomial of d is defined by 
Z(N,t) = ~ l~(X)t dimx. ( l )  
xcL. o 
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Theorem 1.1 (Blass-Sagan). Let eft be a subspace arrangement embedded in ~,,. For 
a positive integer t = 2s + 1, define [-s,s] = { -s , - ( s -  1) . . . . .  -1,0,1 . . . . .  s} and 
Ct = [-s,s] ~. Then ZL~c,t) = [C, \ [.Jeff[ where [. I denotes cardinality of  a set. 
The aim of this paper is to apply Theorem 1.1 to compute the characteristic poly- 
nomials of a certain class of subspace arrangements. We start by considering the k- 
equal subspace arrangement ~:k which can be embedded in ~.  We derive two dif- 
ferent expressions for X(~:k,t). One of them has a nice form in terms of the basis 
( t -  1) i, i~>0, for the polynomial ring, and the other one shows that Z(~:k,t) is di- 
visible by Z(~-k+l, t). Jozefiak and Sagan [3] use the Saito-Terao method to compute 
characteristic polynomials of interpolations between Coxeter hyperplane arrangements 
~,, ~, and ~¢n_ I. Their method, however, is purely algebraic and so gives no com- 
binatorial insight into those characteristic polynomials. Our proofs are not only much 
easier, but also provide combinatorial interpretations for the factors and terms of the 
characteristic polynomials. Finally, we apply the same method to certain h,/-equal and 
h,/,f-equal subspace arrangements of type ,~',,k, ~n.k and ~,k studied in [1] and ob- 
tain their characteristic polynomials. It should be pointed out that those complicated 
characteristic polynomials are usually harder to determine by algebraic methods. 
In this paper, we will only give the outlines for most of the proofs. Complete proofs 
will appear elsewhere. 
2. The characteristic polynomial of the k-equal subspace arrangement embedded 
in 2. 
For a fixed integer k, l<~k<~n, let I = {1~<il < i2 < ..- < ik<~n} and 
Kt = {x E ~:  xi, = xi, . . . . .  xi~ = 0}. The k-equal subspace arrangement 
~,,:k is the set of all such Kl'S. Note that ~:k C ~(~)  C 5e(~n). 
Theorem 2.1. The characteristic polynomial of  ~:k has the following two forms: 
k-I  
i=0  
) - t k- i - l .  (3) Z(~:k , t )=( t  1)" k+l Z n k+i  i 
i=0  
Proof. To get (2), it is enough to show that [Ct \U~n:k[ = )-~--0' (7)( t -  1) n-i" Since 
Ct \ [,.J~:, consists of all x = (xl,x2 . . . . .  xn) E Ct such that the number of zeros in 
(xl,x2 . . . . .  Xn) is at most k -  1, partition Ct \ [..J ~:k into Si ---- {x: the number of zero 
coordinates of x is i }, O<~i<~k- 1, and [Sil = (~)( t -  1) n-i. For (3), we partition 
Ct \[..J ~,,:k into k parts in a different way such that each part is in turn a disjoint union 
of (n-\+i) subsets with the same size of tk - i - l ( t -  1) n-k+l. 
\ i / 
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3. The characteristic polynomials of the interpolations between An, B~ and ~ 
The subspace arrangements interpolated between Coxeter arrangements ~,, ~n and 
~¢n-J are of  forms ~¢n,k = ~¢,-1 U {Hl . . . . .  H,}, ~ ,k  = ~n-1 U {H1,... ,Hk} and 
~,k  = ~n U {Hi . . . . .  Hk}, where the Hi are, respectively, any k hyperplanes of  
~¢. \ ~¢.-1, or ~n \ ~,--l, or ~\~. .  
Theorem 3.1. The characteristic polynomials  o f  the above interpolations are 
z(~Cn,k,t) = t (t -- 1)(t-- 3 ) . . . ( t - -n+ 1) ( t -k ) ,  
Z(~n,k,t)  = (t - 1)(t - 3 ) " - ( t  - 2n + 3)(t - k), 
Z( .~, ,k ,  t) = (t - 1)(t - 3 ) . . . ( t  - 2n + 3)(t - n - k + 1). 
Proof. We let ~¢~,k = ~¢,-1U{xi = xn+l: 1 <<.i<<.k} and count the points in Ct \U  ~, .k .  
Since x = (xl,x2 . . . . .  x,,xn+l ) E ct\[ . J  dn.k must have different first n coordinates, there 
are t = 2s + 1 choices for Xl, t - 1 choices for x2 . . . . .  t - n + 1 choices for Xn and then 
t -k  choices for x~+l since Xn+l can be anything except xi where 1 <~i<~k. This gives 
the total of  ICt \ [.J ~¢n, kl equal to t(t - 1)(t - 3 ) . . .  (t - n + 1)(t - k). The rest can be 
obtained in a similar way. [] 
The interpolations between ~, - i  and ~n, or  ~9~n_ l and ~,  or  d~Cn_l and ~,  are 
defined in [3]. Jozefiak and Sagan computed their characteristic polynomials using 
a purely algebraic method, which gives no combinatorial interpretation. We apply 
Theorem 1.1, use various techniques to partition each of the corresponding lattice 
point sets and obtain the same results with nice combinatorial interpretations for the 
factors and terms of these polynomials. 
4. The characteristic polynomials of subspace arrangements of type ~¢n,k, ~,1, and 
Mn, k 
The /,h-equal subspace arrangement dn,k(l ,h) consists of  all subspaces of  the form 
{xE  Rn+l: xi, =xi2 . . . . .  xi~} for 1~<il < . . .  < il<<.n and {x C Rn+l: xj, =xj2 = 
xj~, =Xn+l} for l~<jl < " "  <jh<~k<~n-  1 and ~.k ( l ,h )  consists of  all subspaces 
of  the form {x C Rn: elxi, = ezxi2 . . . . .  elx#} for l~<il < .. .  < i t<<.n- 1 
and (el . . . . .  e l )C{+l , -1} l ;  and {x C R~: xj, = xj2 = xjh = x~} for l~<jl < ' . "  < 
jh<~k<<.n- 1. Then ~.k( l ,h , f )  is obtained by adding to ~n,k( l ,h)  the subspaces of  
the form {xE~n: xd~ = Xd2 = Xdl = 0}. Applying Theorem 1.1, we obtain 
h--1 l-- i - I  n--1 
z i=0 j=0 m=l j S l - l (n - - i - - j ,m)  (t)m, 
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h - I  h - l - i  
Z(~n,k(l,h),t)= Z Z Z (k i ) (n~-k)  
i=0 j=0 m 
× Sl-l(n -- 1 -- i--j,m)2n-l-i-Js(s-- 1) . . . ( s - -  m + 1) 
h--I h--l--i l - l - i - j  l--I 
(k i ) (n - l -k )  
÷r z Z Zm i=0 j=0 q=0 . = 
x(n - l - i - J ) (  n - l - i - j - q ) q  g 
× S l - l (n  - 1 - i - j  - q - 9, m) 
×2 n- l - i - j -q -y  (S - -  1)re_l, 
where Sk(n,j) is the number of partitions of [n] into j subsets with size ~<k, and 
(t)j = t(t - 1)(t - 2 ) . . .  (t - j ) .  Moreover, Z(~B~,k(I, h, f ) ,  t) has the same exact expres- 
sion as Z(~n,k(l,h),t), except different restrictions on i,j, and g. 
To get Z(s~Cn,k(l,h),t), note that Ct \ Udn, k(l,h) contains all x = (xl ..... Xn,X,+l) 
in Ct such that at most l -  1 of Xl . . . .  Xn have the same value, and at most h -  1 
of xl . . . . .  xk are equal to xn+l, where x,+l can be any number in [-s,s]. So we first 
partition this set into t = 2s + 1 parts, i.e., Ap = {x: Xn+l = p} where -s<~p<~s. 
We then partition each Ap into subsets Ap(i,j), which consist of  all those points with 
exactly i of  xl . . . . .  xk equal to p and exactly j of Xk+l,...,x~ equal to p, where 
i<<.h - 1 and i +j<~l - 1. Next, we partition each set Ap(i,j) into subsets Ap(i,j,m) 
which consist of  all points with exactly m different coordinates not equal to p. Now 
the result follows easily from the fact that the number of points in Ap(i,j,m) equals 
to (~)(n~k)St_l(n - i - j ,  m)(t - 1)(t - 2 ) . . .  (t - m). We obtain the remaining results 
in a similar way, although we have to apply more complicated partitions. 
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